ABSTRACT

KUMAR, SEEMA. Memory Design for Sensor IC. (Under the direction of Dr. P. D. Franzon.)

Sensors are finding application in areas like agriculture and food science and low power operation is often a key requirement. Since memory is a substantial component of these sensor systems, a low power memory design can be a significant contribution towards meeting the power budget.

This work presents a memory design for a sensor IC with emphasis on low power. The memory was designed in Chartered 0.13 $\mu$m Low Power process. The designed memory provides 300 bytes of storage with an average read current of 701.5 $\mu$A and average write current of 190.21 $\mu$A. The memory has a total area of 390.46 $\mu$m $\times$ 396.28 $\mu$m, read access time is 251.7 ns and write time is 12.776 ns.

In addition to the design of the actual storage part of the memory, this work also presents the design of the logic required to interface with the main sensor design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Sensors

Sensors are a ubiquitous part of our lives today. They can be as simple as the control system for maintaining the oven temperature in the kitchen to as complex as providing real time missile navigation. Whether they are used in a control system or as a simple data logger, a sensor can be partitioned into canonical functional units as described next.

The frontend of the sensor consists of the sensing device. This is the part responsible for sensing the parameter of interest like temperature, pressure or orientation and converting it into an electrical quantity like a voltage or current. This generated voltage or current can then be processed further to be represented in a form that is more amenable to digital signal processing or storage. In a control system, the processed signal can then be used to generate actuator signals to control some part of the design. In a data logging system, the converted data may be scaled or compressed and written into memory to be accessed and analyzed later. Even control systems may do data logging for later analysis or debugging.

In addition to the aforementioned basic units, no system can work without a power supply. For some applications, a convenient source of power may be available for use, but for sensors that are to be deployed in highly in-accessible areas, power supply can be a big concern. Additionally,
there also needs to be an interface in the system to facilitate data retrieval from the data memory or implement a command interface. This could be in the form of a standard wired communication interface like the USB or a wireless interface like RFID.

Advancement in semiconductor fabrication and processing technology has made adoption of sensors in unconventional areas commonplace. Sensors are now finding use in the fields of agriculture and food science. Development of 3DIC technology also opens up exiting potential for developing a system that can be contained in a single package, with different tiers being used for logic, memory, storage capacitors etcetera. The work documented in this thesis is a part of sensor design targeted to such a process. The following section describes the target process technology.

1.2 Process Technology

The target technology for this work is Chartered 0.13 \( \mu \)m Low Power process. The stack-up provided by Tezzaron [17] is shown in Figure 1.1

![Figure 1.1: Tezzaron Tier Stack-up](image)

There are two logic layers that can then optionally be connected to a DRAM layer. This

\[\text{Figure 1.1: Tezzaron Tier Stack-up}\]

\(^{1}\text{Picture taken from Tezzaron’s MPW Design Guide}\)
design does not require the DRAM layer, hence no TSVs are required for connection of logic
to memory. However, a certain TSV density is required for manufacturing processes.

For this design, the entire logic, including the memory, is contained in a single layer, hence
no TSVs are required for either logic to logic or logic to memory connections. The unused logic
layer has been used to implement large storage capacitors. The area of the entire design is 2.5
mm x 5 mm.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 starts with a description of the system operation at the top level. From that descrip-
tion, the requirements for the memory block are determined. Chapter 3 discusses the memory
interface design. in that, the various functions of the memory system, the design and physical
implementation of the memory system interface are discussed. Chapter 4 presents the design
of the storage part of the memory. Various schemes for low power design are discussed. The
design, both schematic and layout of various elements of the memory are described followed by
the description of the fully array design. Simulation results are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents future work and finally Chapter 6 presents conclusions.
Chapter 2

Requirements

This chapter gives a brief description of the operation of the entire system. From that top level functional description, the requirements for the memory block are determined.

2.1 System Description

The sensor IC is targeted to be used in food processing as a temperature logger. The sensor is to be put along with food particles to determine the temperature that the particles are exposed to in a particular process. The measured temperature is to be stored in a memory array and

![System Block Diagram](image)

Figure 2.1: System Block Diagram
later read out for analysis. The top level operation of the sensor can be understood with the help of Figure 2.1. A temperature sensor senses the temperature at the front end, the ADC converts the voltage equivalent of the measured temperature to an 8-bit value which is then written into the memory. Once data collection is complete, data is read out of the memory using an RFID interface controlled by an external RFID reader. The power system is responsible for generating the supply voltage for various blocks and also consists of a charging circuit and storage capacitor. The clock and reset block is responsible for generating the required clock frequencies and their associated resets.

This system, therefore, has two distinct modes of operation, which are -

1. Data collection mode where the memory is written into.

2. Data retrieval mode where memory contents are read.

The following section look at these two modes and operation in these modes.

2.1.1 Write Mode Operation

In this mode, temperature is sensed, converted to an 8-bit value which is written into the memory. The sensing frequency is 1 Hz, that is one sample is collected every second. The data is written in sequential locations in the memory and there is no reading of memory. Since no other blocks are active in this mode, it is the responsibility of the memory system to generate any and all required signals for writing.

2.1.2 Read Mode Operation

In this mode, the data written in the memory is retrieved using an RFID interface, with an RFID reader acting as the master. In order to comply with the RFID interface implementation, the read address is provided to the memory by the RFID interface. Even though actual memory access during reading is expected to be sequential, the address is provided by the RFID interface. This helps in communicating with the RFID interface as unlike writing, where the next memory
location is accessed at a fixed interval of time determined by the 1 Hz clock, reading needs takes into account the time required for acknowledgement and re-transmission before moving on to the next location. Memory is read at a frequency of 2 MHz. This refers to the read clock frequency, however a new location may not be read at the rate of 2 MHz, but at a rate determined by acknowledgement and re-transmission status between the sensor and the RFID reader.

The entire system is controlled by a top level state machine that is shown in Figure 2.2. Five states are identified -

- **Done**: This state indicates that the sensor has completed one write and read cycle and is waiting for the next one to begin.
• **Wait**: Once the sensor needs to start writing data again, there is a wait period from the time that it is known that write needs to begin and for the actual write to begin. This state indicates that the sensor system is in that wait cycle. Currently it is set at 3 minutes by a hardware counter. Once the hardware timer indicates that the set time has elapsed, the system progresses to the **DataCapture** state.

• **DataCapture**: This is the actual write state. In this state the memory system is writing data at the rate of one 8-bit data element every second. When the entire memory array has been written once, the memory system generates a signal indicating that write has been done. The system then progresses to the state **WaitForRF**

• **WaitForRF**: This is the state between writing data and the reading to begin. The sensor system waits for an RF incidence to start the read phase. Till the time that there is no RF presence, the system remains in this state. When RF energy is detected, the system progresses to the state **TransmitData**.

• **TransmitData**: This is the actual read state. Addresses generated by the RFID interface are read. These addresses are expected to be sequential, but read from a new location is not expected to happen every clock cycle. Once all the locations are read, the memory system generated a signal indicating this and the main state machine progresses to the state **Done**, where it remains till the next cycle starts.

The memory system is to read the state machine state and accordingly generate signals for read and write. Additionally, the memory system is also required to generate signals to be used by this main state machine to indicate when the entire memory array has been written to or read from.

### 2.2 Memory System Description

From the system level operation, the memory system needs to operate as follows-
Once the system is in the write mode, the memory system needs to generate sequential addresses every 1 second and store the data on its input data lines. The memory does not read any location in this mode. Once all the memory locations are written into, it needs to generate a signal indicating this status. It does not overwrite data once the entire array has been written once.

In the read mode, a read address is provided by the RFID interface. The address indicated by the read address is read by the memory. The read address is changed depending on whether the same location needs to be re-read or not. The memory system does not need to generate addresses internally in this mode. The memory system, however, does need to generate a signal indicating all the locations have been read for use by the main state machine.

**Required Memory Capacity:** The system requires that at least 5 minutes of temperature data needs to be stored in the memory. This sets the total number of storage bits to be at least equal to-

\[(5 \times 60) \text{ seconds} \times 8\text{-bits} = 2400 \text{ bits}\]

These bits are organized in bytes and each addressable location is byte wide. Thus there need to be at least 300 addressable locations.

### 2.2.1 Memory System Interface Signals

Figure 2.3 shows all the interface signals of the memory system. Although the memory system has two clocks, only one is active at a time. During reads, only the 2 MHz clock is running and during writes only the 1 Hz clock is running. This gating is implemented external to the memory system in the clock and reset generation block. Table 2.1 describes the signals.
Table 2.1: Memory Interface Signals Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Name</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clk</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 MHz clock signal used during read operation. Generated in the clock and reset generation block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reset associated with the 2 MHz clock signal. This reset is active low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clk_1Hz</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 Hz clock signal used during write operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rst_1Hz</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reset associated with the 1 Hz clock. This reset is active low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fsmSt</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Main state machine state. This state is checked to determine whether the memory system is in the read or write mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrData</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Write data from the ADC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdAddr</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Address for read operation. This address is generated external to the memory system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read_done</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Signal indicating that all the memory locations have been read. Once this signal is asserted, it is reset when the write operation begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write_done</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Signal indicating that all the memory locations have been written into. Once this signal is asserted, it is reset when the read operation begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdData</td>
<td>output</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Data read out of the memory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Summary

The memory needs to have at least 2400 bits and should be byte addressable. The memory does fully array write followed by a full array read. The write and read modes of the memory are controlled by the main state machine states. During write operation, memory system needs to generate addresses internally. Read address is provided as input. Once the entire array has either been read or written to, a signal indicating this needs to be generated by the memory system. The memory system needs to be able to store at least 5 minutes of sensed data. Write operation needs to run off of a 0.3 mAh battery requiring the memory to be low energy. Of the total available area of 5 mm x 2.5 mm, the entire memory system needs to fit into a maximum of 1 mm x 1 mm.
Chapter 3

Memory System Design

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the memory system needs to generate its own addresses when it is in the write mode and use the addresses provided by the RFID interface in the read mode. This enables the division of the memory system into two distinct modules -

- Memory Interface: This module interfaces the actual storage part of the memory with the rest of the logic and performs address generation during write mode. The function and design of this module is covered in Section 3.1.

- Memory Array: This is the actual storage memory with bitcells for storing data. It does not directly interface with the rest of the system design, but rather through the Memory Interface. The design of the memory is covered in Chapter 4

3.1 Memory Interface

This module interfaces the actual memory with the rest of the logic. It carries out the following functions-

1. Address Generation
2. Mode Determination

3. Write Data Gating

The following sections discuss these functions in detail.

### 3.1.1 Address Generation

The internal address generation requirement for writes is handled by this module. It also takes in the provided address for reads and multiplexes it with the write address so that only one address is presented to the actual memory.

Write address generation is done using a counter that is active only in the write mode as determined by the logic described in section 3.1.2.

![Figure 3.1: Top Level View of Address Generation Logic](image)

Figure 3.1 shows the top level logic implementation of this function of the memory interface.

The read and write signals are generated using the input FSM state as discussed in 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Mode Determination

Additionally, this module also has the logic to determine whether the memory system is currently in the read or write mode based on the main state machine state. This module also generates the read and write done signals that are consumed by the main state machine.

Write Done Signal

Write done signal is generated off the 1 Hz clock and has the timing as shown in Figure 3.2. This signal is asserted when the last address is being written to and is de-asserted when the read signal is asserted.

Read Done Signal

Read done signal is generated off the 2 MHz clock. It indicates that the last memory location has been read at least once. Assertion of the read done signal does not indicate that the memory cannot be read any more. Read operation on the memory can still happen. Re-reading of the last memory location may be required even after read done signal is asserted is a negative acknowledgement is received from the RFID reader. The read done signal has the same timing as shown in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: Timing Diagram for Read Done and Write Done Signals](image)

3.1.3 Write Data Gating

This module is also responsible for gating and registering the write data before it is presented to the memory. According to the main system design, the write data input of the memory
is directly generated by the output of the analog to digital converter (ADC). The used ADC is a successive approximation type ADC, so the actual write data is known only after all the cycles of approximation, which is eight cycles per sample for the case of a 8-bit ADC. The data value may change during approximation cycles. If not gated, every time the data changes, the changed data will be written to the memory resulting in numerous charging and discharging cycles of the bitlines. Since data is repeatedly over-written and the correct and relevant data is only the final data, which is available every 1 second, only that data is registered and presented to the memory write data lines. This reduces useless data writes and saves on power. Since the clock used by the memory system for write itself is 1 Hz, registering the data output of the SAR using this clock performs both gating and registering of data.

3.2 Memory Interface Implementation

3.2.1 Design

The memory interface was implemented in Verilog HDL. Appendix A.1 has the HDL for this module.

The 1 Hz and 2 MHz clock are not active simultaneously. The 1 Hz clock is active only during writes and the 2 MHz clock is active only during reads. Also the logic running off of the two clocks does not communicate, hence there is no need for any synchronization or hand shaking in the logic.

3.2.2 Verification

The verification was done using a simple unit level verilog based testbench. Modelsim was used as the simulation tool. The testbench files are presented in Appendix C.
3.2.3 Synthesis and Physical Design

The design was synthesized to the available Chartered 0.13 μm library with normal Vt. The design compiler script for synthesis is presented in Appendix B.1. The design was synthesized to 2 MHz for both the clocks to ensure that the setup time is met for both the read and write modes. The synthesized netlist was then taken through the place and route flow with Cadence’s SoC Encounter. The script used for SoC Encounter is presented in Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3.

Clock tree synthesis was done for both the clocks using SoC Encounter. The script controlling the CTS engine of SoC Encounter is presented in Appendix B.4. The physical verilog netlist was written out of SoC encounter to run through Mentor Graphic’s v2lvs tool for LVS check. Following is the command that was used for v2lvs -

```
v2lvs -lsp /afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/\CharteredLibsLP032309/FB/aci/sc-x/lvs_netlist/csm13lp.cdl -o \mem_if.sp -s /afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/\CharteredLibsLP032309/FB/aci/sc-x/lvs_netlist/csm13lp.cdl -s0 VSS -s1 VDD -v mem_if_phys.v
```

Before running v2lvs, it was ensured that there were no nets in the verilog netlist with only case difference. Since verilog is case insensitive and hspice is case sensitive, net names that only have a case difference like ‘n1’ and ‘N1’ are distinct in verilog but are the same in hspice. Since this makes LVS impossible, any occurrence of such net names was corrected before running the netlist through v2lvs. The resulting CDS netlist was used as the schematic against which the streamed gds was checked in LVS. Although this step may seem redundant given that an automatic place and route tool was used, errors were seen to occur in routing with power lines shorted to signal lines. The gds was also run through DRC to check for any any design rule violations.

In order to make the final integration easier, the pin placement was manually controlled using a pin assignment file. This allowed the modules to be abutted for direct connection, or required
only straight metal lines. The pin placement file for this module is shown in Appendix B.5.
Chapter 4

Memory Array Design

This chapter discusses the design of the memory array. Low power schemes investigated for the design are discussed in the beginning followed by a description of the design details.

4.1 Low Power and Low Energy Design Schemes

The emphasis on the design of this memory is low energy as it needs to operate on a 0.3 mAh battery for the entire write operation. Since the operating frequency of this design is quite low, more emphasis is on low energy and static power. But the design also needs to ensure that the current drawn during switching process is within the bounds of the power budget.

This section discusses the various techniques presented for low power design in literature.

4.1.1 Lower Operating Voltage

Current is drawn by a circuit when it is switching leading to dynamic power consumption and also when it is not switching leading to static power consumption[13]. The dynamic energy consumption is approximated by -

\[ E_{\text{Dyn}} = C \cdot Vdd^2 \]  

(4.1)
where, \( C \) is the switching capacitance and \( V_{dd} \) is the supply voltage.

Additionally, the static power consumption is approximated by:

\[
P_{Sta} = V_{dd} \cdot I_{leakage}
\]  

(4.2)

The leakage current itself is a function of the supply voltage.

From the equations of both static and dynamic power/energy, it is obvious that a low \( V_{dd} \) is beneficial for low energy design. This scheme for reducing energy consumption is also discussed in [3]. The memory is therefore designed to be operated off of a supply of 0.9 V as opposed to the 1.5 V nominal supply voltage for the process. 0.9 V is the lowest supply voltage available in the system. The nominal threshold voltage of the devices is 0.3 V. Therefore, the system can operate with a supply voltage of 0.9 V. The drawback of using a lower supply voltage is slower circuit operation [9], but since the design does not need to operate at high frequencies, there is no need for a higher supply voltage to meet timing requirements.

4.1.2 Use of Static Circuits

Dynamic circuits require a clock for proper operation and switch every clock cycle irrespective of whether the inputs change. This results in extra power consumption as compared to static circuits that switch only when the input changes. As discussed in [9, 16], dynamic circuits are typically used in paths that are timing critical. Dynamic circuits can switch very fast at the cost of additional power consumption and are typically found in micro-processor data paths that are timing critical. Since high speed operation is not a requirement for this design, dynamic circuits are not a suitable option. Thus the decoder and column muxes for the memory have been designed using static circuits.

4.1.3 Use of Sense Amplifiers

Sense amplifiers are often used in large SRAM circuits for increased read speed and robustness. Sense amplifiers are differential amplifiers and can often consume a substantial amount of power.
Since the read frequency for the memory is not high and the memory array is not large, sense amplifiers are not strictly required. The fact that sense amplifiers are not strictly required for SRAM read operation is also discussed in [9, 10]. Thus the memory design does not use sense amplifier for read. Additionally, if there are no sense amplifiers, both the bitlines do not need to be pre-charged for read operation, which results in extra power saving during read. From the perspective of the entire design, not having a sense amplifier obviates the need for a complicated balanced pre-charging circuit. A very simple PMOS based pre-charging circuit may be used instead.

4.1.4 Use of Divided Word Lines

As seen in the equation for dynamic energy, the amount of energy expended is directly proportional to the capacitance being charged. Thus a lower value of the load capacitance is in the interest of the low power design. Additionally, since the supply voltage of the design has been lowered, a lower load capacitance ensures that switching speed is not impacted.

The total capacitance that needs to be charged for a given read or write cycle consists of the capacitance presented by the word line as well as the bitlines. Since all the columns are not accessed at the same time, the word line for the bitcells not belonging to the accessed column need not be driven. This observation is used to create a word line structure called the divided word line. This structure is shown in Figure 4.1. The basic scheme is shown in [7, 10]. The total capacitance of the word line driven by the decoder is substantially reduced as all the access transistors are not connected to the main driven wordline. The actual word line of only the accessed column is driven.

This scheme has been implemented in the memory to reduce dynamic current consumption of driving the wordline. The reduction in dynamic current comes from reduced word line capacitance and the fact that bitline current flows only in the selected word [7]. This scheme has been shown to reduce the bitline current by 7/8th the original value in [7]. In terms of

\[\text{Picture taken from [10]}\]
the reduction in capacitance, for a row of 40 bitcells, the load on the wordline consists of the wire capacitance as well as 80 gate capacitances. The length of the wordline is not reduced by implementing divided word line as additional AND gates are introduced in a row. The gate capacitance, however is reduced as for a word of 8 bits, the main wordline now has a load of 20 gates capacitances only in addition to the wire capacitance. The secondary wordline driving the actual bitcell access transistors has a load of 16 gate capacitances in addition to the wire capacitance.

4.1.5 Layout Considerations

Good layout can result in substantial reduction in capacitance and hence can help in lowering the dynamic power consumption of the circuit. Some of the layout guidelines to keep in mind are [15] -

- Create a compact layout for basic cells.
- Try to keep the aspect ratio of the memory unity to have the smallest bitline and wordline length.
- Share power lines where ever possible - This can help reduce the entire array size.
• Used multiple fingers with shared source/drain for large devices - This helps in substantially reducing drain capacitance.

• Plan layout such that lines such as wordlines and bitlines can connect on abutment - This reduces additional length on these lines for connection.

• Plan I/O port placement such that they can also connect on abutment to reduce connection length.

• Do not run metal lines from adjacent layers on top of each other. Use orthogonal routing direction for adjacent metal layers. This scheme is the most important rule to follow to reduce coupling capacitance and also helps in reducing system noise due to crosstalk.

4.2 Memory Array

This section describes the design of the elements of the memory array and the final array itself.

4.2.1 Bitcell

Bitcells occupy the largest area of the memory and hence should be as small as possible. In the interest of small bitcells, designs described in [2] were evaluated. Four transistor bitcells, as presented in [2], were small in terms of the number of transistors, but were quasi-static in operation. This meant that the value stored in the bitcell had limited life time and if not accessed within that lifetime, it would be lost. In order to keep the value in the bitcell for a longer duration, a scheme similar to a DRAM refresh needed to be implemented. Since in this design, the value stored in the bitcell had to be stable for times in the order of seconds, this type of bitcell was not a viable option.

The standard six transistor cell was the best option for this design as it is completely static and does not require any refresh to retain stored value. It consists of a pair of cross-coupled inverter pairs that act as a static storage element. Data is written to and read from the bitcell with the help of the access transistors.
The schematic of the bitcell is presented in Figure 4.2. For write operation, the wordline of the addressed bitcell is asserted to switch on the access transistors and the data value to be written and its inverse are asserted on the bitline and bitline bar respectively. For read operation, the bitlines are first pre-charged to VDD and then the wordline is asserted to switch on the access transistors. Depending on the whether the value stored in the bitcell is a '1' or a '0', the pre-charged bitline either remains at the precharged value of VDD, or discharges to ground. A single bitline is sufficient to read out a bitcell value.

In order to reduce leakage from the bitcell, larger length devices were used in the cross-coupled inverter pair and the bitcell was simulated to ensure correct read and write operation.

The requirement of small area of the bitcell was realized through careful layout. Figure 4.3 shows the layout. The dimensions of the layout are 3.86 \( \mu \text{m} \) by 4.6650 \( \mu \text{m} \). The bitlines and wordlines were laid out such that bitcells would connect on abutment. Also the VDD and GND rails were layed out to ensure they could be shared. Abutment and sharing ensures that the final array layout could be made more compact.
Figure 4.3: Bitcell Layout
4.2.2 Decoder and Column Mux

A decoder is required to translate the address to the assertion of the appropriate wordline and the column mux is required to translate the address to the assertion of the appropriate column select signal. During write mode, a decoder is not strictly required, as the memory is accessed in sequence and that too with a definitive timing interval. Hence a full fledged decoder does not need to be implemented for asserting wordlines. Such a scheme is also discussed in [1]. During read mode, even though the read addresses are provided by the RFID interface, they are expected to be sequential. But the sequence timing is not fixed and is not deterministic. That makes the use of shift registers for wordline assertion during read a non-viable option without any additional logic. Additional logic may be implemented with the shift register that detects change in address and shifts to the next wordline, but such a logic changes the clock cycle in which read data is available. Since the read data timing expected by the RFID interface complies with that of a standard SRAM, a full fledged decoder was implemented for address decoding instead of using the shift register. As discussed earlier, static implementations of these circuits were chosen.

Since the logic gates required for the static implementation of these circuits were already available in the logic library provided by Chartered, 5 x 32 static decoder and 3 x 5 static column mux was designed in structural verilog and integrated with the memory interface design described in Chapter 3. A structural verilog design provided the benefit of automatic place and route in the backend implementation stage. The verilog design is presented in Appendix A.3, and Appendix A.4. The design was synthesized in Design Compiler and the layout was done in SoC Encounter.

One advantage of custom layout is that the position of the wordlines from the decoder can be aligned with that of the bitcell array. This alignment helps create a compact layout and reduced connection lengths. In order to create an automatic layout such that the position of wordlines and column select signals were aligned between the decoder and the bitcell array, the following steps were taken-
1. The height of the decoder floorplan was set to be the same as that of the bitcell array.

2. A pin placement file was created for SoC Encounter that controlled the placement of wordlines and column select signal pins in the layout. This pin placement file not only controlled the position of the signal pins so that they were aligned with the bitcell array, it also controlled the metal layer on which the pins were created to match that in the bitcell array. The pin placement file used for this design is presented in Appendix B.5.

All scripts used for implementation are presented in Appendix B. Figure 4.4 shows the final layout of the combined memory interface, decoder and column mux design. The dimensions are 182.4 µm by 392.705 µm.

4.2.3 Write Path

The write path circuit is responsible for driving the bitlines with the data and its inverse for write operation. Only the bitlines of the selected column are driven. The circuit for the write path bit line drivers is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows the layout. The layout dimensions are 3.86 µm by 9.6450 µm. The width of this cell was made consistent with that of the bitcell. The separation between the outputs of this cell was also kept consistent with the separation between the bitlines of the bitcell so as to enable easier connection and smaller connection lengths.

4.2.4 Read Path

The read path circuit is responsible for driving the final read data lines with the data read out from the selected bits. The schematic is shown in Figure 4.7. Transmission gate like structures are used to ensure that full signal swing is seen at the data out lines. Figure 4.8 shows the layout. The layout dimensions are 3.860 µm by 5.085 µm.
Figure 4.4: Layout of Memory Interface, Decoder and Column Mux
Figure 4.5: Write Path Schematic
Figure 4.6: Write Path Layout
Figure 4.7: Read Path Schematic
Figure 4.8: Read Path Layout
4.2.5 AND Gate for Divided Word Line

The AND gate is used to implement a divided word line. Although the standard cell library had AND gates, no schematic view was provided for the gate. Hence a custom gate was created to enable schematic simulation. Creating the custom gate also enabled layout customization such that the height of the AND layout was matched with that of the bitcell. The position of the AND gate output was also matched with the position of the wordline on the bitcell to enable easy connection on integration and reduced length of connection. Figure 4.9 shows the schematic and Figure 4.10 shows the layout. The layout dimensions are 6.21 μm by 4.665 μm.

4.2.6 Precharge Circuit

Since sense amplifiers were not used in the read path, no balanced pre-charge circuit was required and the pre-charge circuit consisted of a single PMOS gate. The schematic is presented in Figure 4.11 and the layout is presented in Figure 4.12.
4.2.7 Total Memory Array

The abstracted view of the memory system showing its arrangement is presented in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 shows the final layout. Figure 4.15 shows the integrated memory array, memory interface and main FSM blocks. The dimension of the memory array, without the FSM block, is 390.460 $\mu$m by 396.28 $\mu$m, which is well within the allocated area of 1 mm by 1 mm.

4.3 Simulation Results

This section describes the various simulations run on the design and the results observed.

4.3.1 Static Noise Margin (SNM)

The static noise margin of the bitcell is a good measure of how stable the bitcell is when it is read. It determines if the reading process can potentially flip the bitcell state. Therefore, the SNM is not only a measure of the cell stability, it is also an indicator of correct read
Figure 4.11: Pre-Charge Schematic
Figure 4.12: Pre-Charge Layout
Figure 4.13: Memory System Arrangement
Figure 4.14: Array Layout
Figure 4.15: Integrated Memory System Layout
A good description of the method to simulate and measure SNM can be found in [8, 12]. As shown in Figure 4.16, in order to measure the SNM, the feedback between the cross coupled inverters is broken and the transfer curve of the two halves of the bitcell is created by sweeping VR and VL. A butterfly plot is then constructed with the transfer curves and the side of the largest square that can fit into the curve gives the noise margin of the cell.

As seen from Figure 4.17, the lowest voltage level at the storage node of the bitcell is 0.116 V and the measured SNM is 0.23 V.

SNM was also measured for a temperature of 100°C and found to be 0.20 V, Figure 4.18.

4.3.2 Write Noise Margin (WNM)

Figure 4.19, referenced from [12], shows the method to measure write noise margin. As with the case of static noise margin, the feedback is broken between the cross coupled inverted pairs.

\(^{2}\)Taken from [12]
Figure 4.17: Static Noise Margin, 25°C

Figure 4.18: Static Noise Margin, 100°C
and the voltage transfer curve of each half of the bitcell is determined. The transfer curves are then used to construct a butterfly plot and the write noise margin is measured as the side of the largest square that can fit in the curve.

Unlike the case of SNM, the transfer curves are not symmetric in this case as the bitline for both halves of the bicell is not held at the same level. It is held at VDD for one and at GND for one.

The measured WNM is shown in Figure 4.20. The measured value is 0.6 V. WNM was also measured at a temperature of 100°C and found to be 0.59 V, Figure 4.21.

The designed bitcell has sufficient read and write noise margins to function correctly and stably.

4.3.3 Leakage Current

The frequency of operation for this design is low at 1 Hz. So little dynamic power is drawn. The magnitude of the dynamic power is controlled by controlling the circuit switched capacitance.
Figure 4.20: Write Noise Margin, $25^\circ C$

Figure 4.21: Write Noise Margin, $100^\circ C$
Table 4.1: Leakage Current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Leakage(25°C)</th>
<th>Leakage(100°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitcell (2560)</td>
<td>12.23 nA</td>
<td>285.61 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-charge (80)</td>
<td>0.167 nA</td>
<td>5.15 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND Gate (320)</td>
<td>1.23 nA</td>
<td>23.5 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Path (80)</td>
<td>0.08 nA</td>
<td>0.1 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Path (80)</td>
<td>0.18 nA</td>
<td>2.42 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface (1)</td>
<td>60.986 nA</td>
<td>212.77 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>74.973 nA</strong></td>
<td><strong>529.55 nA</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leakage is however, a continuous source of drawn current. Table 4.1 lists the leakage current for all the blocks in the memory for temperatures of 25°C and 100°C. From Table 4.1 it is clear that the leakage current of this design is low enough to enable operation of write mode for at least five minutes.

4.3.4 Write Operation

Figure 4.22 shows the results of the simulation of the write operation. The write access time for the memory, as seen from Figure 4.22 is 12.776 ns. The average current consumption for write operation was found to be 157.84 µA.

The same simulation was run for a temperature of 100°C. The average current for write operation for this temperature was measured to be 190.21 µA.

4.3.5 Read Operation

Figure 4.23 shows the simulation results for read operation. As seen from the figure, the read access time is 251 ns. The read current was measured to be 693.59 µA. The same simulation was run for a temperature of 100°C and the average read current was found to be 701.5 µA.
Figure 4.22: Write - Operation and Access Time, 25°C

Figure 4.23: Read - Operation and Access Time, 25°C
4.4 Power Analysis

This section determines the total power consumption of the design during write operation and checks for compliance with requirements. All the analysis is done using the numbers from the simulation run at 100°C to accommodate for worst case scenario.

The worst case leakage current is 529.55 nA = 0.53 µA

Average write current = 190.21 µA

The measurement of average write current also includes leakage as current drawn from the supply was measured, which included the leakage component as well. Therefore, the average current drawn during write operation is 190.21 µA. This implies, that with a battery rated at 300 µAh, this design can operate in the write mode for 1.57 hours.
Chapter 5

Future Work

The emphasis of this design has been on low energy. Various electrical and structural schemes were implemented to attain low energy operation. It is known that if higher abstractions of the design are energy or power aware, the ultimate design can be that much more power efficient. For example, a power aware architecture is more effective in making a design low power than just careful layout. With that in mind, this entire sensor project can be made more energy efficient by looking at the precise application of the sensor.

If the sensor is used for a specific operation where there is some pattern or monotonicity to the kind of data pattern that may be expected, then the entire data need not be written. Storing only the difference of the current and last readings can substantially reduce memory requirements. This may enable storage of much more time worth of data for the same amount of memory or reduce the size of the memory.

Also if a larger memory is required that can benefit from the use of shift register for addressing instead of an actual decoder, read operation from the RFID interface can be altered to enable the use of a shift register. The shift register itself can be implemented using dual edge triggered pulsed flip flops as described in [5] to obtain small devices that can generate the same throughput at half the operating frequency reducing both static and dynamic power consumption. Clock delaying and pulse generation logic can be shared between multiple latches.
to reduce the overhead of pulse generation.

Written bitcells can be powered by a lower VDD as described in [3]. The reduced VDD would help in reducing leakage current from cells that will not be accessed soon.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

A memory system was designed and implemented for a sensor IC. The requirement for the memory system were determined and implemented at various levels of abstraction, using both transistor level and HDL level designs. Various power saving techniques were studied and implemented in the design. The design was simulated for compliance with the requirements. The designed memory system was shown to meet requirements for both read and write operations and meet the requirement of operating off of a 0.3 mAh battery for five minutes by a large margin (1+ hour). This margin is essential to accommodate for process variations during manufacturing and modeling inaccuracies.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A

Memory Interface Design Files

A.1 Verilog - Memory Inteface Top

---
// Memory Interface
//
// Description: This module generates addresses for
// sequential read and write and generates
// additional control signals for interfacing
// with the rest of the design and the main state
// machine.
//
// module: memInterface.v
//
---

module mem_interface (/*AUTOARG*/
// Outputs
data_in_reg, write_done, read_done, data_out, read_out, write_out, r0,
r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9, r10, r11, r12, r13, r14, r15, r16,
r17, r18, r19, r20, r21, r22, r23, r24, r25, r26, r27, r28, r29, r30,
r31, r32, r33, r34, r35, r36, r37, r38, r39, r40, r41, r42, r43, r44,
r45, r46, r47, r48, r49, r50, r51, r52, r53, r54, r55, r56, r57, r58,
r59, r60, r61, r62, r63, b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9, b0_bar,
b1_bar, b2_bar, b3_bar, b4_bar, b5_bar, b6_bar, b7_bar, b8_bar, b9_bar,
clk_prec_u, clk_prec_d, read_bar,
// Inputs
clk, reset, clk_1Hz, reset_1Hz, fsm_state, read_address, data_in,
mem_data_out
);

// Inputs

// main clock that is module runs off of.
// 1Hz for Write
// 2MHz for Read
input clk;
// Reset synchronized with clk, active low
input reset;

// this is the 1Hz clock to be used for write
input clk_1Hz;
input reset_1Hz;

input [2:0] fsm_state;

// input address for read
input [8:0] read_address;

// write data input
input [7:0] data_in;

// read data from the memory
input [7:0] mem_data_out;

// Outputs

// Control signal indicating all memory locations have been written to
output [7:0] data_in_reg;

output write_done;

// Control signal indicating all memory locations have been read from
output read_done;

// Read data output
output [7:0] data_out;

output read_out;
output write_out;
output r0;
output r1;
output r2;
output r3;
output r4;
output r5;
output r6;
output r7;
output r8;
output r9;
output r10;
output r11;
output r12;
output r13;
output r14;
output r15;
output r16;
output r17;
output r18;
output r19;
output r20;
output r21;
output r22;
output r23;
output r24;
output r25;
output r26;
output r27;
output r28;
output r29;
output r30;
output r31;
output r32;
output r33;
output r34;
output r35;
output r36;
output r37;
output r38;
output r39;
output r40;
output r41;
output r42;
output r43;
output r44;
output r45;
output r46;
output r47;
output r48;
output r49;
output r50;
output r51;
output r52;
output r53;
output r54;
output r55;
output r56;
output r57;
output r58;
output r59;
output r60;
output r61;
output r62;
output r63;
output b0;
output b1;
output b2;
output b3;
output b4;
output b5;
output b6;
output b7;
output b8;
output b9;
output b0_bar;
output b1_bar;
output b2_bar;
output b3_bar;
output b4_bar;
output b5_bar;
output b6_bar;
output b7_bar;
output b8_bar;
output b9_bar;
output clk_prec_u;
output clk_prec_d;
output read_bar;

// Registers and Wires
wire read;
wire write;

reg [7:0] data_in_reg;

wire [8:0] address;
wire r0;
wire r1;
wire r2;
wire r3;
wire r4;
wire r5;
wire r6;
wire r7;
wire r8;
wire r9;
wire r10;
wire r11;
wire r12;
wire r13;
wire r14;
wire r15;
wire r16;
wire r17;
wire r18;
wire r19;
wire r20;
wire r21;
wire r22;
wire r23;
wire r24;
wire r25;
wire r26;
wire r27;
wire r28;
wire r29;
wire r30;
wire r31;
wire r32;
wire r33;
wire r34;
wire r35;
wire r36;
wire r37;
wire r38;
wire r39;
wire r40;
wire r41;
wire r42;
wire r43;
wire r44;
wire r45;
wire r46;
wire r47;
wire r48;
wire r49;
wire r50;
wire r51;
wire r52;
wire r53;
wire r54;
wire r55;
wire r56;
wire r57;
wire r58;
wire r59;
wire r60;
wire r61;
wire r62;
wire r63;
wire b0;
wire b1;
wire b2;
wire b3;
wire b4;
wire b5;
wire b6;
wire b7;
wire b8;
wire b9;
wire b0_bar;
wire b1_bar;
wire b2_bar;
wire b3_bar;
wire b4_bar;
wire b5_bar;
wire b6_bar;
wire b7_bar;
wire b8_bar;
wire b9_bar;
wire clk_prec_u;
wire clk_prec_d;
wire read_bar;
wire read_out;
wire write_out;
wire En;

reg [8:0] write_address;
reg [8:0] next_write_address;

reg [8:0] int_read_address;
reg [8:0] next_int_read_address;

reg write_done;
reg next_write_done;
reg read_done;
reg next_read_done;

ifdef DEBUG
    parameter max_address = 9’d16;
else
    parameter max_address = 9’d300;
endif

// generation of read and write control signals
// on the basis of the state machine states

// write when state machine is in Data capture mode
assign write = (fsm_state == 3’d2);

// read when state machine is in transmit data mode
assign read = (fsm_state == 3’d4);

// multiplex read and write address to memory
assign address = (read) ? (int_read_address) : ((write) ? write_address : 9’d0);

// logic for generating address for read and
// write
always @ (/*AUTOSENSE*/int_read_address or read or read_address or write or write_address or write_done)
begin
    next_write_address = write_address;
    next_int_read_address = int_read_address;
endcase // case ({write,read})
2’b10:
    begin
        if((!write_done) && (write_address < max_address))
begin
            next_write_address = write_address + 1’b1;
        end
    else
        begin
            next_write_address = 9’b0;
        end
    end // case: 2’b10
2’b01:
    begin
        next_int_read_address = read_address;
    end // case: 2’b10
default:
    begin
        next_write_address = 9’b0;
        next_int_read_address = 9’b0;
    end
endcase // case ({write,read})
end // always @ (...
next_write_done = write_done;

if(read)
   begin
      next_write_done = 1'b0;
   end
else
   begin
      if(write_done || (write && (address == max_address)))
         begin
            next_write_done = 1'b1;
         end
   end // else: !if(read)
end // always @ (...

always @ (/*AUTOSENSE*/address or read_done or write)
begin
next_read_done = read_done;
if(write)
   begin
      next_read_done = 1'b0;
   end
else
   begin
      if(read_done || (address == max_address))
         begin
            next_read_done = 1'b1;
         end
   end // else: !if(write)
end // always @ (...
end

end // always @(posedge clk or negedge reset)

assign En = (read & ~read_done) || (write & ~write_done);

// Interface to the storage part of the memory
memory umemory(
// outputs
.data_out (data_out),
.read_out (read_out),
.write_out (write_out),
.r0 (r0),
r1 (r1),
r2 (r2),
r3 (r3),
r4 (r4),
r5 (r5),
r6 (r6),
r7 (r7),
r8 (r8),
r9 (r9),
r10 (r10),
r11 (r11),
r12 (r12),
r13 (r13),
r14 (r14),
r15 (r15),
r16 (r16),
r17 (r17),
r18 (r18),
r19 (r19),
r20 (r20),
r21 (r21),
r22 (r22),
r23 (r23),
r24 (r24),
r25 (r25),
r26 (r26),
r27 (r27),
r28 (r28),
r29 (r29),
r30 (r30),
r31 (r31),
r32 (r32),
r33 (r33),
r34 (r34),
r35 (r35),
r36 (r36),
r37 (r37),
r38 (r38),
r39 (r39),
r40 (r40),
r41 (r41),
r42 (r42),
r43 (r43),
r44 (r44),
r45 (r45),
r46 (r46),
r47 (r47),
r48 (r48),
A.2 Verilog - Memory Interface

module memory(/*AUTOLRG*/
    // Outputs
    data_out, read_out, write_out, r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9,
    r10, r11, r12, r13, r14, r15, r16, r17, r18, r19, r20, r21, r22, r23,
    r24, r25, r26, r27, r28, r29, r30, r31, r32, r33, r34, r35, r36, r37,
    r38, r39, r40, r41, r42, r43, r44, r45, r46, r47, r48, r49, r50, r51,
);
// Inputs
address, read, write, clk, mem_data_out, En

input [8:0] address;
input read;
input write;

// input [7:0] data_in;
input clk;
input [7:0] mem_data_out;
input En;

output [7:0] data_out;
output read_out;
output write_out;

output r0;
output r1;
output r2;
output r3;
output r4;
output r5;
output r6;
output r7;
output r8;
output r9;
output r10;
output r11;
output r12;
output r13;
output r14;
output r15;
output r16;
output r17;
output r18;
output r19;
output r20;
output r21;
output r22;
output r23;
output r24;
output r25;
output r26;
output r27;
output r28;
output r29;
output r30;
output r31;
output r32;
output r33;
output r34;
output r35;
output r36;
output r37;
output r38;
output r39;
output r40;
output r41;
output r42;
output r43;
output r44;
output r45;
output r46;
output r47;
output r48;
output r49;
output r50;
output r51;
output r52;
output r53;
output r54;
output r55;
output r56;
output r57;
output r58;
output r59;
output r60;
output r61;
output r62;
output r63;
output b0;
output b1;
output b2;
output b3;
output b4;
output b5;
output b6;
output b7;
output b8;
output b9;
output b0_bar;
output b1_bar;
output b2_bar;
output b3_bar;
output b4_bar;
output b5_bar;
output b6_bar;
output b7_bar;
output b8_bar;
output b9_bar;
output clk_prec_u;
output clk_prec_d;
output read_bar;

// wire for word lines generated
// by the decoders

wire r0;
wire r1;
wire r2;
wire r3;
wire r4;
wire r5;
wire r6;
wire r7;
wire r8;
wire r9;
wire r10;
wire r11;
wire r12;
wire r13;
wire r14;
wire r15;
wire r16;
wire r17;
wire r18;
wire r19;
wire r20;
wire r21;
wire r22;
wire r23;
wire r24;
wire r25;
wire r26;
wire r27;
wire r28;
wire r29;
wire r30;
wire r31;
wire r32;
wire r33;
wire r34;
wire r35;
wire r36;
wire r37;
wire r38;
wire r39;
wire r40;
wire r41;
wire r42;
wire r43;
wire r44;
wire r45;
wire r46;
wire r47;
wire r48;
wire r49;
wire r50;
wire r51;
wire r52;
wire r53;
wire r54;
wire r55;
wire r56;
wire r57;
wire r58;
wire r59;
wire r60;
wire r61;
wire r62;
wire r63;
wire b0;
wire b1;
wire b2;
wire b3;
wire b4;
wire b5;
wire b6;
wire b7;
wire b8;
wire b9;
wire b0_bar;
wire b1_bar;
wire b2_bar;
wire b3_bar;
wire b4_bar;
wire b5_bar;
wire b6_bar;
wire b7_bar;
wire b8_bar;
wire b9_bar;
wire clk_prec;
wire clk_prec_u;
wire clk_prec_d;
wire read_bar;
reg [7:0] data_out;

assign clk_prec = ~clk;
assign read_out = read;
assign write_out = write;

assign clk_prec_u = (~read)|(b0 | b1 | b2 | b3 | b4) & clk_prec;
assign clk_prec_d = (~read)|(b5 | b6 | b7 | b8 | b9) & clk_prec;
assign read_bar = ~read;

assign b0_bar = ~b0;
assign b1_bar = ~b1;
assign b2_bar = ~b2;
assign b3_bar = ~b3;
assign b4_bar = ~b4;
assign b5_bar = ~b5;
assign b6_bar = ~b6;
assign b7_bar = ~b7;
assign b8_bar = ~b8;
assign b9_bar = ~b9;

// instantiate the decoder
mem_decoder u_mem_decoder (.A (address),
 .En (En),
 .r0 (r0),
 .r1 (r1),
 .r2 (r2),
 .r3 (r3),
 .r4 (r4),
 .r5 (r5),
 .r6 (r6),
 .r7 (r7),
 .r8 (r8),
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.r9 (r9),
.r10 (r10),
.r11 (r11),
.r12 (r12),
.r13 (r13),
.r14 (r14),
.r15 (r15),
.r16 (r16),
.r17 (r17),
.r18 (r18),
.r19 (r19),
.r20 (r20),
.r21 (r21),
.r22 (r22),
.r23 (r23),
.r24 (r24),
.r25 (r25),
.r26 (r26),
.r27 (r27),
.r28 (r28),
.r29 (r29),
.r30 (r30),
.r31 (r31),
.r32 (r32),
.r33 (r33),
.r34 (r34),
.r35 (r35),
.r36 (r36),
.r37 (r37),
.r38 (r38),
.r39 (r39),
.r40 (r40),
.r41 (r41),
.r42 (r42),
.r43 (r43),
.r44 (r44),
.r45 (r45),
.r46 (r46),
.r47 (r47),
.r48 (r48),
.r49 (r49),
.r50 (r50),
.r51 (r51),
.r52 (r52),
.r53 (r53),
.r54 (r54),
.r55 (r55),
.r56 (r56),
.r57 (r57),
.r58 (r58),
.r59 (r59),
.r60 (r60),
.r61 (r61),
.r62 (r62),
.r63 (r63),
.b0 (b0),
.b1 (b1),
.b2 (b2),
.b3 (b3),
.b4 (b4),
.b5 (b5),
.b6 (b6),
always @ (posedge clk_prec)
begin
if(read)
begin
    data_out <= mem_data_out;
end
else
begin
    data_out <= 8'b0;
end
endmodule // memory

A.3 Verilog - Integrated Decoders

module mem_decoder(/*AUTOARG*/
    // Outputs
r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9, r10, r11, r12, r13, r14, r15,
r16, r17, r18, r19, r20, r21, r22, r23, r24, r25, r26, r27, r28, r29,
r30, r31, r32, r33, r34, r35, r36, r37, r38, r39, r40, r41, r42, r43,
r44, r45, r46, r47, r48, r49, r50, r51, r52, r53, r54, r55, r56, r57,
r58, r59, r60, r61, r62, r63, b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8, b9,
    // Inputs
A, En
);
input [8:0] A;
input   En;

output   r0;
output   r1;
output   r2;
output   r3;
output   r4;
output   r5;
output   r6;
output   r7;
output   r8;
output   r9;
output   r10;
output   r11;
output   r12;
output   r13;
output   r14;
output   r15;
output   r16;
output   r17;
output   r18;
output   r19;
output   r20;
output r21;
output r22;
output r23;
output r24;
output r25;
output r26;
output r27;
output r28;
output r29;
output r30;
output r31;
output r32;
output r33;
output r34;
output r35;
output r36;
output r37;
output r38;
output r39;
output r40;
output r41;
output r42;
output r43;
output r44;
output r45;
output r46;
output r47;
output r48;
output r49;
output r50;
output r51;
output r52;
output r53;
output r54;
output r55;
output r56;
output r57;
output r58;
output r59;
output r60;
output r61;
output r62;
output r63;
output b0;
output b1;
output b2;
output b3;
output b4;
output b5;
output b6;
output b7;
output b8;
output b9;
wire r0;
wire r1;
wire r2;
wire r3;
wire r4;
wire r5;
wire r6;
wire r7;
wire r8;
wire r9;
wire r10;
wire r11;
wire r12;
wire r13;
wire r14;
wire r15;
wire r16;
wire r17;
wire r18;
wire r19;
wire r20;
wire r21;
wire r22;
wire r23;
wire r24;
wire r25;
wire r26;
wire r27;
wire r28;
wire r29;
wire r30;
wire r31;
wire r32;
wire r33;
wire r34;
wire r35;
wire r36;
wire r37;
wire r38;
wire r39;
wire r40;
wire r41;
wire r42;
wire r43;
wire r44;
wire r45;
wire r46;
wire r47;
wire r48;
wire r49;
wire r50;
wire r51;
wire r52;
wire r53;
wire r54;
wire r55;
wire r56;
wire r57;
wire r58;
wire r59;
wire r60;
wire r61;
wire r62;
wire r63;
wire b0;
wire b1;
wire b2;
wire b3;
wire b4;
wire b5;
wire b6;
wire b7;
wire b8;
wire b9;
wire lower;
wire upper;

assign lower = (A[8:5] < 4'b0101) & En;
assign upper = (A[8:5] > 4'b0100) & En;

// creation of word lines

row_decoder u_lower (  
 .A ({lower,A[4:0]}),  
 .r0 (r0),  
 .r1 (r1),  
 .r2 (r2),  
 .r3 (r3),  
 .r4 (r4),  
 .r5 (r5),  
 .r6 (r6),  
 .r7 (r7),  
 .r8 (r8),  
 .r9 (r9),  
 .r10 (r10),  
 .r11 (r11),  
 .r12 (r12),  
 .r13 (r13),  
 .r14 (r14),  
 .r15 (r15),  
 .r16 (r16),  
 .r17 (r17),  
 .r18 (r18),  
 .r19 (r19),  
 .r20 (r20),  
 .r21 (r21),  
 .r22 (r22),  
 .r23 (r23),  
 .r24 (r24),  
 .r25 (r25),  
 .r26 (r26),  
 .r27 (r27),  
 .r28 (r28),  
 .r29 (r29),  
 .r30 (r30),  
 .r31 (r31)
);

row_decoder u_upper (  
 .A ({upper,A[4:0]}),  
 .r0 (r32),  
 .r1 (r33),  
 .r2 (r34),  
 .r3 (r35),  
 .r4 (r36),  
 .r5 (r37),  
 .r6 (r38),  
 .r7 (r39),  
 .r8 (r40),  
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A.4 Verilog - Decoder

module row_decoder(/*AUTOARG*/

    // Outputs
    r0, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8, r9, r10, r11, r12, r13, r14, r15,
    r16, r17, r18, r19, r20, r21, r22, r23, r24, r25, r26, r27, r28, r29,
    r30, r31,
    // Inputs
    A
    );

    input [5:0] A;

    output r0;
    output r1;
    output r2;
    output r3;
    output r4;

endmodule // mem_decoder


endmodule // mem_decoder
output r5;
output r6;
output r7;
output r8;
output r9;
output r10;
output r11;
output r12;
output r13;
output r14;
output r15;
output r16;
output r17;
output r18;
output r19;
output r20;
output r21;
output r22;
output r23;
output r24;
output r25;
output r26;
output r27;
output r28;
output r29;
output r30;
output r31;
wire r0;
wire r1;
wire r2;
wire r3;
wire r4;
wire r5;
wire r6;
wire r7;
wire r8;
wire r9;
wire r10;
wire r11;
wire r12;
wire r13;
wire r14;
wire r15;
wire r16;
wire r17;
wire r18;
wire r19;
wire r20;
wire r21;
wire r22;
wire r23;
wire r24;
wire r25;
wire r26;
wire r27;
wire r28;
wire r29;
wire r30;
wire r31;

endmodule // row_decoder
Appendix B

Memory Interface Tool Script Files

B.1 Design Compiler Scripts

# Set some useful variables
set logic_lib "/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/
dk_tezzaron/CharteredLibsLP033209/FB/aci/sc-x/synopsys"
set pad_lib "/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/
Chartered130_N_IO/FB/aci/io/synopsys"

# Set Libraries
# Set target library variable to the library that you want
# to target the design to based on the point at which the
# library has been characterized
set target_library tt_1v20_c25.db

# Synthetic library has all the designware components as
# well as built in self test modules, if used for DFT
set synthetic_library [list dft_lbist.sldb
    dft_mbist.sldb
    dw01.sldb
    dw02.sldb
    dw03.sldb
    dw04.sldb]
# Link library has all the target and synthetic libraries as well as any additional libraries required by the design to resolve all the components of the design. To add more libraries to link library create a list of those libraries like done for target or synthetic library and concat it to the link library list.

```bash
set link_library [concat $target_library $synthetic_library]
```

#---- ACTUAL SYNTHESIS SCRIPT STARTS ----#

# Design Input
# set path to the design files
# change this to the path of the directory or directories where the RTL files are located
set rtl_path "../RTL"

# set name of the top level design to be used as current design
# change this to reflect the top level module name of your design or the module name of the level of hierarchy that you want all the subsequent command to be applied to
set top_mod "mem_interface"

# read design
# Change this command to read the whole design
read_verilog $rtl_path/row_decoder.v
read_verilog $rtl_path/mem_decoder.v
read_verilog $rtl_path/memory.v
read_verilog $rtl_path/memInterface.v

# Set the current design - usually the top level module name
current_design $top_mod

# Set Constraints
# clock period in library time units - ns

# 1000 for 1 MHz
set clk_per 500
set clk_skew 10

# set clk_name to the name of the clock ports or define additional variables for multiple clocks.
set clk_name clk
set clk_name1 clk_1Hz

# create a clock of fifty percent duty cycle
# have additional create_clocks for more than one clocks or derived clocks
create_clock -name $clk_name -period $clk_per/
-waveform "0 [expr $clk_per/2]" $clk_name
set_clock_uncertainty $clk_skew $clk_name

create_clock -name $clk_name1 -period $clk_per -waveform "0 [expr $clk_per/2]" $clk_name1
set_clock_uncertainty $clk_skew $clk_name1

# set false paths or multipaths here to ensure optimization effort is not lost on un-real paths, like synchronizers between two clock domains or paths that are known to be stable for more than one clock cycle
# set_false_path
# set_multicycle_path

# input output delays - change these numbers according to estimate
set_input_delay 90 -clock $clk_name \[remove_from_collection [all_inputs] [concat $clk_name $clk_name1] ]
set_output_delay 90 -clock $clk_name [all_outputs]

# drive strength
set_driving_cell -lib_cell "DFFX1" -pin Q\[remove_from_collection [all_inputs] [concat $clk_name clk_name1] ]

# estimate load - change this value either for all outputs or some outputs depending upon estimate
set fanout_estimate 4
set load_cell [load_of "tt_1v20_c25/DFFX1/D"]
set_load [expr $load_cell + $fanout_estimate] [all_outputs]

# area goad
set_max_area 0

# ------ End of applying constraints -----------

# Ensure there are no assign statements in the final netlist written
set_fix_multiple_port_nets -all -buffer_constants [get_designs]
set verilogout_no_tri "true"

# check design and link
check_design
link

# Compile

# set dont_touch attributes here for any modules that are in the design for a purpose and you do not want the optimization engine to delete them

# the timing target is very relaxed, may not need high optimization effort
compile -map_effor medium

# correct any hold violations
set_fix_hold $clk_name
set_fix_hold $clk_name1
compile -only_design_rule -incremental -map_effort medium

# write out the first pass design before doing additional optimization
write -hier -f verilog -o ../netlist/${top_mod}_initial.v
# Generate reports
# This following section may be used to further modify the design if there
# are setup hold violations

# set target library to the other library with which setup and hold need to
# be checked - slow library for setup and fast library for hold

# translate the design use command translate

# generate reports and check reports for violations

# write out final netlist
change_names -rules verilog -hierarchy
write -hier -f verilog -o ../netlist/${top_mod}_final.v

# write out sdf for timing simulations
write_sdf ../netlist/${top_mod}.sdf

B.2 SoC Encounter Script - Configuration File

# # #
# Created by First Encounter v07.10-s075_1 on Thu Feb 11 14:53:45 2010
# 
global rda_Input
set cwd /afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/paulf/users/skumar7\
/work_with_akalu/asic_stuff/PR
set rda_Input(import_mode) {-treatUndefinedCellAsBox 0 \ 
-keepEmptyModule 1 -useLefDef56 1 }
set rda_Input(ui_netlist) "../netlist/mem_interface_final.v"
set rda_Input(ui_netlisttype) {Verilog}
set rda_Input(ui_rtlmode) ""
set rda_Input(ui_ilmdir) ""
set rda_Input(ui_ilmlist) ""
set rda_Input(ui_ilmspef) ""
set rda_Input(ui_settop) {1}
set rda_Input(ui_topcell) {mem_interface}
set rda_Input(ui_celllib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_iolib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_areaiolib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_blklib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_kboxlib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_gds_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_oa_oa2lefversion) {}
set rda_Input(ui_view_definition_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_timelib,max) ""
set rda_Input(ui_timelib,min) ""
set rda_Input(ui_timelib)="/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/paulf/users/\ 
skumar7/work_with_akalu/asic_stuff/libraries/tt_1v20_c25.lib"
set rda_Input(ui_smodDef) ""
set rda_Input(ui_smodData) ""
set rda_Input(ui_locvlib) ""
set rda_Input(ui_dpath) ""
set rda_Input(ui_tech_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_io_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_timingcon_file,full) ""
set rda_Input(ui_timingcon_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_latency_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_scheduling_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_buf_footprint) {}
set rda_Input(ui_delay_footprint) {}
set rda_Input(ui_inv_footprint) {}
set rda_Input(ui_leffile) "/usr/libraries/csm13_6lm_tech.lef 
..libraries/csm31p_macros.lef"
set rda_Input(ui_cts_cell_footprint) {}
set rda_Input(ui_cts_cell_list) {}
set rda_Input(ui_core_cntl) {size}
set rda_Input(ui_aspect_ratio) {0.986911}
set rda_Input(ui_core_util) {0.700588}
set rda_Input(ui_core_height) {355}
set rda_Input(ui_core_width) {145}
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_left) {0.0}
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_right) {0.0}
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_top) {0.0}
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_bottom) {0.0}
set rda_Input(ui_max_io_height) {0}
set rda_Input(ui_row_height) {3.69}
set rda_Input(ui_isHorTrackHalfPitch) {0}
set rda_Input(ui_isVerTrackHalfPitch) {1}
set rda_Input(ui_ioOri) {R0}
set rda_Input(ui_isOrigCenter) {0}
set rda_Input(ui_isVerticalRow) {0}
set rda_Input(ui_exc_net) ""
set rda_Input(ui_delay_limit) {1000}
set rda_Input(ui_net_delay) {1000.0ps}
set rda_Input(ui_net_load) {0.5pf}
set rda_Input(ui_in_tran_delay) {0.1ps}
set rda_Input(ui_captbl_file) ""
set rda_Input(ui_defcap_scale) {1.0}
set rda_Input(ui_detcap_scale) {1.0}
set rda_Input(ui_trcap_scale) {1.0}
set rda_Input(ui_res_scale) {1.0}
set rda_Input(ui_hrr_scale) {1.0}
set rda_Input(ui_rel_c_thresh) {0.03}
set rda_Input(ui_tot_c_thresh) {5.0}
set rda_Input(ui_time_unit) {none}
set rda_Input(ui_cap_unit) {}
set rda_Input(ui_pwrnet) {VDD}
set rda_Input(ui_gndnet) {VSS}
set rda_Input(flip_first) {1}
set rda_Input(double_back) {1}
set rda_Input(assign_buffer) {1}
set rda_Input(ui_gen_footprint) {0}
set rda_Input(ui_pg_connections) [list 
   {PIN:VDD::} 
   {PIN:VSS::} ]
set rda_Input(PIN:VDD::) {VDD}
set rda_Input(PIN:VSS::) {VSS}

B.3 SoC Encounter Script - Placement File

loadConfig mem.conf
set ringWidth 20
set side1 142
set side2 356
#addFiller -cell FILL64 FILL32 FILL16 FILL8 FILL4 FILL2 FILL1
floorplan -s $side1 $side2 $ringWidth $ringWidth $ringWidth $ringWidth $ringWidth
addRing -spacing_bottom 2 -width_left 7 -width_bottom 7 -width_top 7 -
   spacing_top 2
   -layer_bottom METAL5 -width_right 7 -around core -center 2
   -layer_top METAL5 -spacing_right 2 -spacing_left 2
   -layer_right METAL5 -layer_left METAL5 -nets { VDD VSS }
#amebaPlace
placeDesign
loadIoFile mem.io
setMaxRouteLayer 5
specifyClockTree -clkfile mem1.ctstch
ckSynthesis -report mem.ctsrpt
specifyClockTree -clkfile mem2.ctstch
ckSynthesis -report mem.ctsrpt
addFiller -cell FILL64 FILL32 FILL16 FILL8 FILL4 FILL2 FILL1

globalNetConnect VDD -type tiehi
globalNetConnect VSS -type tieio
setMaxRouteLayer 5
#sroute -stopStripeSCPin boundary
sroute
setnanoroutemode -drouteEndIteration 100 \
-droutefixAntenna true -routeAntennaCellName ANTENNA \
-routeInsertAntennaDiode true -routeInsertAntennaInVerticalRow true

globalDetailRoute

streamOut mem_interface.gds -mapFile \
/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/paulif/users/\skumar7/work_with_akalu/asic_stuff/PR/Encounter.map \
-libName DesignLib -structureName mem_interface 
-merge { /afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/\dk_tezzaron/CharteredLibsLP032309/FB/aci/sc-x/gds2/cms13lp.gds2\ /afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/TSV/TSV.gds} \
-strips 1 -units 1000 -mode ALL

setExtractRCMode -engine detail
extractRC -outfile top.extract

rcOut -spef top.spef
savedesign top.enc

gdsmerge petop.gds TOP pebottom.gds BOTTOM pemerged.gds

B.4 SoC Encounter - CTS Files

AutoCTSRootPin clk
Period 1000ns
MaxDelay 1000ns # default value
MinDelay 0ns # default value
MaxSkew 500ps # set_clock_uncertainty
SinkMaxTran 400ps # default value
BufMaxTran 400ps # default value
Buffer CLKBUF20 CLKBUF16 CLKBUF12 CLKBUF8 CLKBUF6 CLKBUF4 CLKBUF3 CLKBUF2
NoGating NO
DetailReport YES
RouteClkNet YES
End

AutoCTSRootPin clk
Period 1000ns
MaxDelay 1000ns # default value
MinDelay 0ns # default value
MaxSkew 500ps # set_clock_uncertainty
SinkMaxTran 400ps # default value
BufMaxTran 400ps # default value
Buffer CLKBUF20 CLKBUF16 CLKBUF12 CLKBUF8 CLKBUF6 CLKBUF4 CLKBUF3 CLKBUF2
NoGating NO
DetailReport YES
RouteClkNet YES
End
B.5 SoC Encounter - Pin Placement File

#########################################
# #
# Cadence Design Systems, Inc. #
# FirstEncounter Data file for I/O Placement #
# #
#########################################

(globals
  version = 3
  io_order = clockwise )

(iopin
  (right
    (pin name="b4" offset=20.0000 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="b3" offset=20.4950 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="b2" offset=20.9900 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="b1" offset=21.4850 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="b0" offset=21.9900 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="clk_prec_u" offset=25.7150 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r0" offset=27.9150 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r1" offset=33.5150 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r2" offset=36.9250 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r3" offset=42.5250 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r4" offset=45.9350 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r5" offset=51.5350 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r6" offset=54.9450 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r7" offset=60.5450 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r8" offset=63.9550 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r9" offset=69.5550 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r10" offset=72.9650 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r11" offset=78.5650 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r12" offset=81.9750 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r13" offset=87.5750 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r14" offset=90.9850 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r15" offset=96.5850 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r16" offset=99.9950 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r17" offset=105.595 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r18" offset=109.005 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r19" offset=114.005 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r20" offset=118.015 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r21" offset=123.615 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r22" offset=127.025 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r23" offset=132.625 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r24" offset=136.035 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r25" offset=141.635 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r26" offset=145.045 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r27" offset=150.645 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r28" offset=154.055 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r29" offset=159.655 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r30" offset=163.065 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="r31" offset=168.665 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[0]" offset=189.575 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[1]" offset=190.035 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[2]" offset=190.495 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[3]" offset=190.955 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[4]" offset=191.415 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[5]" offset=191.875 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
    (pin name="mem_data_out[6]" offset=192.335 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
  )
)
(pin name="mem_data_out[7]" offset=192.795 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b0_bar" offset=193.255 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b1_bar" offset=193.72 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b2_bar" offset=194.175 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b3_bar" offset=194.635 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b4_bar" offset=195.095 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="read_out" offset=195.555 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="read_bar" offset=196.015 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="write_out" offset=196.475 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b5_bar" offset=196.935 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b6_bar" offset=197.395 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b7_bar" offset=197.855 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b8_bar" offset=198.315 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b9_bar" offset=198.775 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="data_in_reg[0]" offset=199.235 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="data_in_reg[1]" offset=199.695 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="data_in_reg[2]" offset=200.155 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="data_in_reg[3]" offset=200.615 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r63" offset=223.365 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r62" offset=228.965 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r61" offset=232.375 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r60" offset=237.975 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r59" offset=241.385 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r58" offset=246.985 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r57" offset=250.395 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r56" offset=255.995 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r55" offset=260.605 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r54" offset=265.005 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r53" offset=269.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r52" offset=274.005 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r51" offset=278.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r50" offset=283.005 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r49" offset=286.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r48" offset=291.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r47" offset=296.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r46" offset=301.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r45" offset=306.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r44" offset=310.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r43" offset=315.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r42" offset=319.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r41" offset=324.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r40" offset=328.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r39" offset=333.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r38" offset=337.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r37" offset=342.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r36" offset=346.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r35" offset=351.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r34" offset=355.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r33" offset=360.405 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="r32" offset=365.905 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="clk_prec_d" offset=366.315 layer=2 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b5" offset=370.04 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b6" offset=370.545 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b7" offset=371.045 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b8" offset=371.545 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
(pin name="b9" offset=372.03 layer=3 width=0.2000 depth=0.2000 place_status=fixed )
)
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Appendix C

Memory Interface Verification Files

C.1 Verilog Test Bench

module test;
  // Test module for testing the files
  reg clk;
  reg reset;
  reg clk_1Hz;
  reg reset_1Hz;

  reg [2:0] fsm_state;
  reg [7:0] mem_data_out;

  wire [7:0] data_out;
  reg [7:0] data_in;

  reg [8:0] read_address;

  wire read_done;
  wire write_done;

  // create reset
  initial begin
    reset = 1'b1;
    reset_1Hz = 1'b1;

    #4 reset = 1'b0;
    reset_1Hz = 1'b0;

    #24 reset = 1'b1;
    reset_1Hz = 1'b1;
  end
// create clock
initial
begin
clk = 1'b0;
forever #5 clk = ~clk;
end

initial
begin
clk_1Hz = 1'b0;
forever #5 clk_1Hz = ~clk_1Hz;
end

// create fsm state
always @ (posedge clk or negedge reset)
begin
if(!reset)
begin
    fsm_state <= 3'b0;
    read_address <= 9'd0;
    data_in <= 8'd0;
    mem_data_out <= 8'd0;
end
else
begin
    case(fsm_state)
    3'd0:
    begin
        fsm_state <= 3'd1;
    end
    3'd1:
    begin
        fsm_state <= 3'd2;
    end
    3'd2:
    begin
        data_in <= $random;
        if(write_done)
        begin
            fsm_state <= 3'd3;
            data_in <= 8'd3;
        end
    end
    3'd3:
    begin
        fsm_state <= 3'd4;
    end
    3'd4:
    begin
        read_address <= read_address + 1'b1;
        mem_data_out <= $random;
        if(read_done)
        begin
            fsm_state <= 3'd5;
            read_address <= 9'd0;
            mem_data_out <= 8'd0;
        end
    end
end
end
3'd5:
begin
    fsm_state <= 3'd0;
end

default:
begin
    fsm_state <= 3'd0;
end
endcase // case (fsm_state)
end // else: !if(!reset)
end // always @ (posedge clk or negedge reset)
mem_interface dut (
    // outputs
    .data_in_reg(),
    .write_done(write_done),
    .read_done(read_done),
    .data_out (data_out),
    .read_out (read_out),
    .write_out (write_out),
    .r0 (r0),
    .r1 (r1),
    .r2 (r2),
    .r3 (r3),
    .r4 (r4),
    .r5 (r5),
    .r6 (r6),
    .r7 (r7),
    .r8 (r8),
    .r9 (r9),
    .r10 (r10),
    .r11 (r11),
    .r12 (r12),
    .r13 (r13),
    .r14 (r14),
    .r15 (r15),
    .r16 (r16),
    .r17 (r17),
    .r18 (r18),
    .r19 (r19),
    .r20 (r20),
    .r21 (r21),
    .r22 (r22),
    .r23 (r23),
    .r24 (r24),
    .r25 (r25),
    .r26 (r26),
    .r27 (r27),
    .r28 (r28),
    .r29 (r29),
    .r30 (r30),
    .r31 (r31),
    .r32 (r32),
    .r33 (r33),
    .r34 (r34),
    .r35 (r35),
    .r36 (r36),
    .r37 (r37),
// Inputs
.clk (clk),
.reset (reset),
.clk_1Hz (clk_1Hz),
.reset_1Hz (reset_1Hz),
.fsm_state (fsm_state),
.read_address (read_address),
.data_in (data_in),
.mem_data_out (mem_data_out) );

endmodule // test
C.2 Modelsim Run Scripts

vlog ../RTL2/row_decoder.v
vlog ../RTL2/mem_decoder.v
vlog ../RTL2/memory.v
vlog +define+DEBUG ../RTL2/memInterface.v
vlog ./test.v
vsim -novopt -do dofile_mi test

add wave sim:/test/dut/*
run 3000